“Knock and the door will open”

Aspirations
no
The only son of wealthy Edward and Stella,
thirteen- year-old Jonathan’s doting parents
and compliant sisters could not do enough
for him. The family received their Karmic
healing connections experiencing much joy
and happiness in their lives. Already very
loved, young Jonathan could not handle so
much parental love being showered on him
and began to aspire to be more and more
influential, loved, and liked by all he came
in contact with.
In pursuit of his aspirations Jon
continued to buy over likeabilty and
friendship by increasing his lavish spending
on friends at restaurants, parties, rock
concerts. From being ‘the man’, he became
‘The Man’! His blissfully unaware parents
were confident that the Divine would guard
and watch over them, especially the son.
Previously, Stella and Edward would be
somewhat affected by guilt feelings at being
unable to discipline their son. But now,
with their empowering spiritual connection,
in their mind and actions, they happily gave
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over their disciplining and guiding
responsibilities of their son to the Divine,
while continuing to love Jon ‘unconditionally’ even more.
No amount of gentle hints, then
guidance, and finally warnings from us
could shake their misguided faith in the
rightness of their attitudes and their faith
that the Divine would serve them well. So,
events continued unstoppably towards the
climax.
As Jon was busy enjoying a full social life,
he had little time for studies, and so private
tutors were called in. Spending minimal
time with the tutors, he got them to do his
homework for him which he submitted as
his own, getting good grades.
Running short of money he took money
from his father’s well-stocked cupboard and
well-filled wallet. In time, his increasing
expenses for parties, bribing seniors in
school, and hotel nights with his girlfriends,
led him to seek other sources of spending
money. His mother’s jewellery business was
the obvious choice, and small portions of
the jewellery came into Jonathan’s hands, in
collusion with the servants who also took
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away a share. ‘After all, it’s all eventually
going to be mine someday’, he would
reason, seeing nothing wrong in this. And
the parents did keep saying that all they
were working for and accumulating was for
the children.
When fifty thousand dollars worth of
jewellery was unaccounted for, Stella sought
a formal appointment with us to identify
the culprit. As the clairvoyantly seen details
were narrated with specifics, the family
went into shock and denial. ‘How is it
possible—how could this be? Why didn’t
the Divine do something?’ were the pained
expressions.
‘The Divine is not our servant, nor
watchdog,’ we said to them. ‘You have to
take responsibility for your own actions or
lack of them.’
Many counselling and healing sessions
later, Jon was able to see the rocky road and
abysmal end his chosen aspirations would
take him in future. With encouragement
from us and his family without rejection or
condemnation, he gradually overcame his
addiction for his uncontrolled extravagance.
He began to aspire for achievements in
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what was appropriate at his stage of life in
his formal education without distractions
and badly chosen alternatives. By the grace
of the Divine, Jon restarted his life at the
age of fourteen having lived a complete
lifetime over the past two years.
Connecting with the flow of universal
wisdom and Divine grace allows us to set
our sights higher, aim for the superb, and
set ourselves to achieving and fulfilling all
our potential. Find the wisdom within,
which strengthens you to aspire to the great
and glorious. Expand your comfort zones
so that you can explore the zone of our
dreams and desires.
Never settle for less than your incredible
human spirit and achieve more than you
deserve, and always remember that. Ask for
help from your inner space and flow with
the circumstances. Inspire yourself to
savour everything, knowing that nothing is
perma-nent, that the good and the bad
moments of life do not last but are always a
part of our spiritual growth.
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Stay with each thought a while,
reflecting, reviewing, affirming, and
expanding this into your life.
§ Always know
decisions that
and not any
others. So be
decisions.

that it is your own
determine your destiny
conditions imposed by
free in making mature

§ Live your life spiritually, connecting with
the white light. Allow this light to enter
every pore and cell of your being so that
you increase pleasure and reduce pain.
§ Clairvoyantly it is seen that during the
state of meditation we create energy.
Then we can dedi-cate it to wherever or
whatever we want.
§ Human behavior and responses cause
problems. Therefore, the solution to
every one of these problems is to change
our responses.
§ Living life is a variable. Hence, let us
begin by using these variables to
stabilize ourselves and reduce the
burdens of our life.
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§ Whenever we complain or use a
situation to illustrate our unhappiness
we only increase this gloomy vibration
and become more unhappy.
§ Surrendering our aspirations to the
Divine means surrendering our false
ideas as enjoyers and controllers.
Surrender means we are willing to
discharge our work and responsibilites
honestly, working with whatever the
universe sends to us to fulfil our dreams.
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